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WebWeb--based Question Answering: SOAbased Question Answering: SOA
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WebWeb--based Question Answering: Our Approachbased Question Answering: Our Approach
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Answer prediction ...Answer prediction ...

•• …… identifies and extracts those substrings (called the APidentifies and extracts those substrings (called the AP--phrases) phrases) 
from a set of snippets/text fragmentsfrom a set of snippets/text fragments
–– Which are either paraphrases of substrings of the NL question, oWhich are either paraphrases of substrings of the NL question, orr
–– Which contain exact answer stringsWhich contain exact answer strings
–– E.gE.g., ., „Who is the primer minister of Great Britain ?“

•• PossiblePossible APAP--phrasesphrases: : „United Kingdom“, „„Tony Blair“

•• Notice:Notice:
–– Often, the first NOften, the first N--snippets do not contain the answer and even point to snippets do not contain the answer and even point to 

answerless documents (we cannot rely on the first 3answerless documents (we cannot rely on the first 3--5 5 
snippets/documents; ~ low MRR of snippets)snippets/documents; ~ low MRR of snippets)

–– We need to consider several snippets/documents in order to make We need to consider several snippets/documents in order to make use use 
of redundancy (only checking the first is not enough even if it of redundancy (only checking the first is not enough even if it contains contains 
the answer)the answer)

–– Snippets are usually not very much linguistically wellSnippets are usually not very much linguistically well--formedformed
–– They are computed online with very fast, but cheap methodsThey are computed online with very fast, but cheap methods



Where is the tal conference series taking place in 2006 ?





DataData--drivendriven
No initial query expansion/No initial query expansion/
refinement without refinement without 
initial documentsinitial documents

Language independent Language independent 
answer predictionanswer prediction
-- No NLP componentsNo NLP components
-- No language modelNo language model

Unsupervised Unsupervised 
datadata--managementmanagement
-- No parameter  smoothingNo parameter  smoothing
-- No restrictions on No restrictions on 
length of APlength of AP--phrases phrases 

-- No fixed window sizeNo fixed window size

Technological Roadmap for this workTechnological Roadmap for this work

How far can we go with this ?



Answer Prediction as text zooming: core stepsAnswer Prediction as text zooming: core steps

N-snippets +
NL-question

Document Construction:

Token set W

Sentence set S

Ranking of sentences

Extraction of AP-phrases

Ranking of AP-phrases

Extraction of exact 

answersanswersShallow Answer extraction: Shallow Answer extraction: 
Only relevant so far for performing Only relevant so far for performing 
evaluation of  answer predictionevaluation of  answer prediction



Document Construction/RepresentationDocument Construction/Representation

•• Sentences from snippets Sentences from snippets 
& NL question& NL question
–– Only very simple/local Only very simple/local 
tokenizertokenizer & sentence & sentence 
markersmarkers

•• Collect global statisticsCollect global statistics

–– Word pairWord pair--distance distance 
frequency (respecting frequency (respecting 
order)order)
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•• A A documentdocument D is represented by D is represented by 
the following elements:the following elements:
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Ranking of SentencesRanking of Sentences

•• A A matrixmatrix forfor eacheach sentencesentence::
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•• Filtering: ignore low Filtering: ignore low 
frequent elements (frequent elements (ζζ=2 =2 
globally).globally).

0, =⇒≤∀ ijij MMji ζ

•• rank(Ssrank(Ss)) isis givengiven byby thethe maximal maximal eigenvalueeigenvalue of M:of M:

))(()( max sSMSsrank λ=

This eigenvalue gives the amount of „syntactic bonding 
force“ captured by the eigenvector related to λmax.

To avoid bias of long sequences
of low correlated words



Ranking Ranking SentencesSentences -- RemarksRemarks

•• Retrieval of snippets is biased by terms in the queryRetrieval of snippets is biased by terms in the query
•• Snippets not only consists of query terms, they also Snippets not only consists of query terms, they also 
consists of enriched contextual informationconsists of enriched contextual information

•• Our ranking schema identifies Our ranking schema identifies strong syntactic strong syntactic 
patternspatterns in snippets using them to rank the sentences in snippets using them to rank the sentences 
in the snippets in the snippets 

•• A high ranked sentence A high ranked sentence notnot necessary contains query necessary contains query 
terms, but might contain the answerterms, but might contain the answer

•• What is the difference between this approach and a What is the difference between this approach and a 
ranking based on ranking based on nn--gramsgrams (e.g., (e.g., AskMRSAskMRS))
–– We do not have any dependency on We do not have any dependency on lengthslengths
–– We do not need to estimate We do not need to estimate backback--offoff probabilitiesprobabilities
–– We do not have the problem that We do not have the problem that long sentenceslong sentences will tend to will tend to 
have a have a lower ranklower rank than than small sentencessmall sentences



Determination of APDetermination of AP--phrasesphrases

•• Idea: Sequences of pairs of words which occur with a Idea: Sequences of pairs of words which occur with a 
high frequency in M (i.e., in a sentence) are high frequency in M (i.e., in a sentence) are chains of chains of 
related wordsrelated words, that is, our , that is, our APAP--phrasesphrases..

•• Words that do Words that do notnot have a strong relation with any other have a strong relation with any other 
word in Sword in Sss are replaced with a are replaced with a „„**““ --> defines cutting > defines cutting 
points for sentencespoints for sentences

•• Example:Example:
–– „„The president of France went on Holidays yesterdayThe president of France went on Holidays yesterday““

–– „„The president of France * * on Holidays *The president of France * * on Holidays *““

–– „„The president of FranceThe president of France““, , „„on Holidayson Holidays““



Ranking of APRanking of AP--phrasesphrases

•• For each APFor each AP--phrase we combine its biphrase we combine its bi--gram statistics (global context gram statistics (global context 
via snippets) with the rank of its embedding sentence (local convia snippets) with the rank of its embedding sentence (local context)text)
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Log reduces the trend to favor high frequent words.

Note: Note: 
an APan AP--phrase can be mapped to different rank values (if it is extractephrase can be mapped to different rank values (if it is extracted from d from 
different sentences) different sentences) --> keep only the highest ranked one.> keep only the highest ranked one.



How to Measure the Quality of an APHow to Measure the Quality of an AP--phrase ?phrase ?

•• Remember: Remember: 
An APAn AP--phrase is either a paraphrase to a substring phrase is either a paraphrase to a substring 
of the query or an exact answer string.of the query or an exact answer string.
–– Basically no NLP componentsBasically no NLP components

–– DatenDaten--driven, language independentdriven, language independent

•• We assume that:We assume that:
The The distributiondistribution of answers in the ranking gives a of answers in the ranking gives a 
notion of the potential quality of the answer notion of the potential quality of the answer 
prediction strategyprediction strategy
–– Use the ranked APUse the ranked AP--phrases for extracting exact answersphrases for extracting exact answers

–– Use simple answer extractors simulating a standard QAUse simple answer extractors simulating a standard QA



ShallowShallow AnswerAnswer ExtractionExtraction

•• First First StepStep, , determinedetermine EAT just EAT just bebe lookinglooking up up WhWh--formsforms

Wer, Wer, WhoWho, , QuiQuiéénn, Quem, QuemPersonPerson

Wo, Wo, WhereWhere, , DDóóndende, , OndeOndeLocationLocation

Wann, Wann, WhenWhen, , CuCuáándondo, , QuQuéé anoano, , 
Welchem Jahr, Welchem Jahr, QueQue anoano

DateDate

KeywordsKeywordsEATEAT

•• Second Second stepstep, , extractextract termsterms as as exactexact answeranswer candidatescandidates, , 
basicallybasically

–– * for query terms and ccw* for query terms and ccw

–– * for numeric characters (who)/ non* for numeric characters (who)/ non--numeric (when)numeric (when)

–– Who/when: Answers are terms separated by *Who/when: Answers are terms separated by *

–– Where: terms that match a location name in Wordnet Where: terms that match a location name in Wordnet 
(via Babelfish)(via Babelfish)



ExperimentsExperiments

•• CLEF 2004 CLEF 2004 corpuscorpus
–– QA QA pairspairs fromfrom 1994/95 1994/95 newspapernewspaper textstexts

–– WhenWhen//WhoWho//WhereWhere questionsquestions forfor 4 4 languageslanguages

•• N=N=3030 SnippetsSnippets and and GoogleGoogle--APIAPI

•• TwoTwo typestypes of of answersanswers::
–– ExactExact AnswerAnswer::

•• ExactExact matchingmatching withwith thethe answeranswer providedprovided byby CLEF.CLEF.

–– InexactInexact AnswerAnswer::

•• Are Are notnot exactexact answersanswers, , butbut theythey areare veryvery closeclose answersanswers::
–– WHEREWHERE: : notnot onlyonly citycity namename, , countrycountry namename isis also also correctcorrect..

–– WHOWHO: : variantsvariants likelike „„G. BushG. Bush““, , „„George W. BushGeorge W. Bush““..

–– WHENWHEN: : „„6 19456 1945““,,““19451945““. . 

•• InexactInexact answersanswers areare importantimportant, , becausebecause wewe aimaim forfor
assessingassessing thethe qualityquality of of predictedpredicted answersanswers..



ExperimentsExperiments



ExperimentsExperiments



Experiments Experiments -- DiscussionDiscussion

•• The The distributiondistribution of answers gives the notion of the quality of the of answers gives the notion of the quality of the 
ranking strategyranking strategy

•• Our results do not behave in the same way for all Our results do not behave in the same way for all kinds of kinds of 
questionsquestions and and languageslanguages::
–– Question typesQuestion types
–– The The shallowshallow nature of the answer extractorsnature of the answer extractors
–– The The redundancyredundancy on the Webon the Web
–– Different numbers of mentioning a termDifferent numbers of mentioning a term

•• Lita&Carbonell:2004 report a Lita&Carbonell:2004 report a MRR=0.447MRR=0.447 for 296 English for 296 English temporal temporal 
questions for exact answer matchingquestions for exact answer matching

•• We conclude that our approach is at least competitiveWe conclude that our approach is at least competitive

•• Experimental QA web system is onlineExperimental QA web system is online
–– About 5About 5--8 seconds/QA cycle8 seconds/QA cycle



Future WorkFuture Work

•• Query refinement and bootstrappingQuery refinement and bootstrapping
–– Exploring user feedbackExploring user feedback

•• DatenDaten--driven approach for answer extractiondriven approach for answer extraction
–– ““Exploring Genetic AlgorithmsExploring Genetic Algorithms””, Master Thesis by , Master Thesis by 
Figueroa submitted Figueroa submitted 

•• Explore method of answer prediction for other Explore method of answer prediction for other 
applications, e.g., clustering of sequences and applications, e.g., clustering of sequences and 
recognition of paraphrasesrecognition of paraphrases



The End!The End!

Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention


